Reason for Corrigendum:

There was an error in the literature cited for the use of ACTIN as the reference gene for the qPCR analysis in "Materials and Methods" section. In the sentence "Results were analyzed by using the ΔΔCT (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001) method using ACTIN (Castanera et al., 2012) as the internal control.", "Castanera et al., 2012" should be replaced with "Fernández-Fueyo et al., [@B1]; Pezzella et al., [@B2]." However, the original error or the corrigendum does not change the scientific conclusions of the publication.

In addition, in the original article we have neglected to thank the financial support from National Natural Science Foundation of China, grant number 31672123 to TG. The authors apologize for this oversight.
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